Process Flow For Entering Match Responses For Candidates

**TXC KPD Contact**

1. Begin
2. Center receives Match Offer e-mail and accesses KPD system to review match offer.
3. Preliminary accept offer? (Yes/No)
   - No: Refusal information entered in KPD
   - Yes: Crossmatch performed
4. Crossmatch results entered into KPD
5. Crossmatch acceptable? (Yes/No)
   - No: Exchange terminated email sent to all pairs in the exchange.
   - Yes:初步 (Preliminary) accept offer?
7. Enter match status of transplanted in KPD system

**KPD System**

- Exchange repaired email is sent to all centers in exchange. Pair no longer in the exchange as a result of repair also receive an email.
- System flags exchange for KPD Admin review for possible repair
- Set match status = Match did not result in transplant due to crossmatch results
- Exchange terminated email sent to all pairs in the exchange.

**KPD Program Manager**

- Review Exchange
- Repair exchange? (Yes/No)
  - No, Exchange is not repairable: Terminate Exchange
  - Yes: Enter match status of transplanted in KPD system
Center receives Match Offer e-mail and accesses KPD system to review match offer for its waitlisted patients.

- Preliminary accept offer?
  - Yes: Candidate transplanted?
    - Yes: Enter match status of transplanted in KPD system.
    - No: Refusal information entered in KPD.
  - No:

Refusal information entered in KPD.

System flags exchange for review by KPD Admin.

- Exchange repaired?
  - Yes: Exchange Terminated email is sent to all centers in exchange.
  - No, exchange is Not repairable: Terminate Exchange.

Exchange Terminated email is sent to all centers in exchange.

Pairs no longer in the exchange as a result of repair also receive an email.

Review Exchange.

End.